The main purpose of this paper is to improve upon the main theorem of Martin [2] . Martin gave a sufficient condition for a recursively enumerable (r.e.) set to be complete. By a slight modification we weaken Martin's condition so that it becomes both necessary and sufficient. Next we indicate briefly why Martin's condition for completeness is not a necessary one. Finally, we discuss applications of our theorem and the problem of formulating a notion of effectively maximal set. I am grateful for the referee's suggestions, particularly with regard to the statement of the theorem.
Let Wo, Wi, ••• be a standard enumeration of all r.e. sets. Let fio, fii, ■ ■ ■ be a standard enumeration of all partial recursive functions of one argument. The representing function ka of a set of natural numbers A is defined by: ka (x) = 0 if x is in A, ka (x) = 1 if x is in A (the complement of A). Let Lix) denote the set of natural numbers <x.
Theorem. ^4m r.e. set C is complete if and only if there is a function r recursive in C and a recursive function c/> such that if fieiz) = kc(z) for all 2<r(x), then W$(e,X)^Wx.
Proof. For the 'if part we adapt Martin's proof as follows. Let C he an r.e. set, r he a function recursive in C, and </> be a recursive function satisfying the condition of the theorem. Let 7 be a recursive function whose range is C, and let C*= {7(0), 7(1), • • • ,7(s)}.
There is a recursive function x(e, /) such that fiT(e.t) is the representing function of CW\ if j8"(/) is defined, and is the empty partial function otherwise.
By the recursion theorem there is a recursive function p such that W^<T<.s.f),p(<>.«» = W/>(«,« for all e, t. There is a function v recursive in C such that for all e, t, 99
hence W is recursive in C and C is complete. Suppose then that for some t, fie(t) is defined and >v(e, t), then OC» n L(Tp(e, t)) = Cf~\ L(Tp(e, t)).
Therefore p\.(e,0(z) =/cc(z) for all z<rp(e, t), whence W^^^.^.t)) WP(e,t). This contradicts the choice of p and so the completeness of C is established.
For the 'only if part suppose C is complete, then the r.e. sets Wx are uniformly recursive in C, i.e., there exists a partial recursive functional <f> such that
Assuming knowledge of the membership of C for each x we can effectively compute t(x) such that, if Kc(z)=fi(z) for all z<t(x), then $(kc; x, y)=4>(/3; x, 0) where fi is any unary partial function. Enumerate Ve,x as follows: given e, x start computing$(fie;
x, 0), if the value 1 is found enumerate 0 in VeiX, otherwise leave Ve,x empty. Now Ve,x is clearly r.e. uniformly in e, x and so there is a recursive function Martin's condition for completeness is not necessary. To see this let 7 be a recursive function whose range C satisfies Martin's condition. Let W be any r.e. set and ^bea recursive function such that (1) holds. From [2] we see immediately that there is a recursive function v such that for all x we have Let K be any fixed complete r.e. set. We now show how to simultaneously enumerate the graphs of 7, \(/, and how to effectively construct an algorithm reducing K to C so that there is no recursive function v satisfying (2). The construction consists of steps 0, 1, • • • . At each even step we enumerate a member of K in such a way that every member of K is enumerated at some step. At each odd step we 'attack' a number e with a view to preventing v=fie from satisfying (2), in such a way that each e is attacked at an infinite number of steps. We require a sequence {Re} of disjoint infinite sets which are uniformly recursive. Also, let {jS,,,-} be a strongly r.e. sequence of finite functions such that fie.i^fie.i+i for all e, i, and such that limx fie.x = fie for all e. Define W* = {x\^(x, s) = 0}. We say that e is satisfied at step s if there exists x in ReDWs such that j3e,,(x) is defined, C* contains >/3e(x) members <X(e, s), and X(e, s)=X(e, £) where £ is the least number such that ^(x, t + l)=0.
To start the construction set 7(0) =0, X(x, 0) =x + l and ^(x, 0) = 1 for all x. Before any step s we shall have defined 7O). X(x, t), and i^(x, t) for all t<s and all x. The general step is now described:
Step sis even). Suppose that k is enumerated in K; we suppose this happens just once for each k. Define 7(5+1) =X(&, s), \pix, s+1) = ^(x,s) for all x,X(x,s+l) =X(x,s) for x<k, andX(x,s + l) =X(x+l,s)
for x~>k.
Step s (s odd). Let e be the number which is attacked. If e is satisfied or if there exists no x in Re such that |8e,8(x) is defined and xtfzW*, then define 7(s + l) =7 (5) This completes the construction; C is the range of 7 and W is defined from \}/ by (1) . We now indicate briefly why C is complete and why there is no recursive v satisfying (2) . The first thing to notice is that for each x, X(x, s) is increasing with s, and that for each 5 the sequence X(0, s), X(l, s), ■ • • is strictly increasing and contains no member of Cs. Let P(e) be the proposition:
at all sufficiently large steps s at which e is attacked, e is satisfied or there exists no x in Re such that fie.six) is defined and x(£W'. Let Qie) be the proposition: lim* X(e, x) exists, i.e., is finite. We prove P(0), (2(0), P(l), <2(1), • • • in that order. From P(e) it follows that fie is not a recursive function such that v=fie satisfies (2) . Since Qie) holds, knowing the membership of C we can compute s such that C'DLfKie, s)) = CDL(Xie, s)), then e cannot be enumerated in K at a step >s. Thus C is complete. Our theorem can be used to weaken several well known sufficient conditions for the completeness of an r.e. set. Thus call a set C weakly creative if it is r.e. and there is a function 0 recursive in C such that for all x, WX^C implies <b(x)EWx\JC. It is an easy application of the theorem to show that any weakly creative set is complete, conversely it is clear that any complete set is weakly creative. Similarly, call an r.e. set 5 weakly effectively simple if 5 is infinite and there is a function 0 recursive in 5 such that for all e, WeC^S implies that 0(e) is greater than the cardinality of We. By an application of our theorem every weakly effectively simple set is complete. Also, any complete simple set is weakly effectively simple.
By analogy with the definition of 'effectively simple' it would be natural to call M effectively maximal if M were r.e., M infinite, and there existed a recursive function 0 such that for all e (3) [M n We infinite] -► [0(e) > cardinality M C\We].
Alternatively, instead of (3) we might have
Neither of these suggestions will do, because no coinfinite r.e. set M can have either property. We would propose the following definition. Let Ke be the representing function of We, and let mo, mi, ■ ■ ■ be an enumeration of M in increasing order. Call an r.e. set M effectively maximal if M is infinite and there exists a recursive function 0 such that for all e the number of alternations in the sequence Ke(m0), Ke(mi), • ■ ■ is <0(e). Then every effectively maximal set is clearly maximal.
Also, by an application of our theorem or Martin's any effectively maximal set is complete; one should note that in this particular case use of the recursion theorem can be avoided. By examining Friedberg's construction it can be shown that the maximal set of [l] is effectively maximal provided that the enumeration {Ri} of the r.e. sets on which it is based is standard.
